Convolutional Pose Machine is a popular neural network architecture for articulated pose estimation. In this work we explore its empirical receptive field and realize, that it can be enhanced with integration of a global context. To do so U-shaped context module is proposed and compared with the pyramid pooling and atrous spatial pyramid pooling modules, which are often used in semantic segmentation domain.
Introduction
The task of human pose estimation procedure is to recognize human skeleton by localizing position of the keypoints: elbows, wrists, hips, ankles and so on. The obtained pose is usually serves as an important cue in different vision task, such as action recognition, human-computer interaction.
This paper focuses on the single-person pose estimation, which aims to find the keypoint positions of a single person, that is centered inside a given RGB image patch. This task is hard due to variance in person appearance, body part occlusions, rough estimate of person location and large similarity between left and right keypoint pairs, see Fig. 1 .The latter requires capturing full body structure to distinguish between left and right sides. Moreover, image can contain multiple people, e.g. baseball players or dancers, so the decision about keypoints of which person estimate need to be 1 The full path is: https://github.com/opencv/openvino_ training_extensions/tree/develop/pytorch_toolkit/ human_pose_estimation.
performed by analyses of the whole scene context. The noticeable improvement in this domain is connected with usage of convolutional neural networks (CNNs) [9, 19, 23, 26, 27, 28, 29] . The one of pioneering works [27] proposes the idea of iterative refinement of predictions: pass initial estimate of keypoint coordinates to subsequent estimation stage, which refines initial coordinates. These refined coordinates are passed to the next refinement stage to get more accurate result and so on. The work [9] formulates pose estimation as a regression of spatial heatmaps with peaks centered in keypoint locations. Stacked hourglass network [23] follows both ideas and proposes neural network architecture, which combines features across different scales, by repeated bottom-up and top-down inference, allowing network to maintain spatial resolution and see global image context. A number of works extend this approach by proposing various modifications to the original architecture [8, 22, 26, 29] . Another network architecture is convolutional pose machines (CPM), proposed in [28] . It also contains multiple stages performing keypoint heatmaps refinement, but uses several consecutive convolutions with large kernel to increase theoretical receptive field and capture information at global scale.
In this paper we estimate the empirical receptive field of CPM-based neural network architecture, and show that it can be enhanced with addition of global context module into network architecture. The proposed network has the complexity 21.3 billions floating-point operations (GFLOPs) and achieves 87.9% PCKh [1] for single-person pose estimation on the Look Into Person (LIP) dataset [10] and competitive result on MPII Single person pose estimation benchmark [1] .
Ours contributions summarized in follows:
• We evaluate popular global context modules from semantic segmentation domain for pose estimation task and propose U-shaped context module for the receptive field enhancement of CPM-based neural network.
• We propose an augmentation technique, which mimics body parts occlusion for robust pose estimation.
• We compare inference time of proposed CPM-based network with hourglass-based networks and analyze bottleneck in performance.
Related work

Global context modules in semantic segmentation
The goal of semantic segmentation is to assign a category label for each pixel in the image. The one of the challenges in this task is caused by the existence of objects at multiple scales. To find objects at coarse scale CNN performs series of feature maps downsampling, however small objects might be missed on feature maps with low resolution.
To tackle this issue [11] proposed to remove some feature downsamplings and use atrous convolutions [14, 30] in subsequent layer to preserve the receptive fileld. Atrous convolution (or dilated convolution) can be viewed as:
where r is the sampling rate parameter (or dilation). In other words, this is equivalent to convolving the input x with upsampled filter, obtained by inserting r−1 zeros between two consecutive filter values along each spatial dimension. In [12] was proposed atrous spatial pyramid pooling (ASPP) module, which resamples given feature layer at multiple rates by the atrous convolutions with different value of sampling rate, see Fig. 2 . It allows capturing objects and useful image context at multiple scales, because it contains filters, which have complementary field of view. In the work [7] proposed pyramid pooling module to incorporate global scene context. Instead of dilated convolutions, it utilizes pooling layers with progressively increasing kernel sizes, which captures useful information at different scales, see Fig. 3 . After the pooling, resulting feature maps are upsampled to the input resolution and concatenated. In this paper we evaluate both pyramid pooling module and atrous spatial pyramid pooling module.
Single-person human pose estimation
All modern human pose estimation methods use CNNs as the main building block. The dominant approach for human pose estimation is to estimate keypoint coordinates by performing regression of heatmaps with peaks at keypoints locations.
Many of the state-of-the-art works base their neural network architecture on original stacked hourglass design [23] . The work [29] proposed Pyramid Residual Module to enhance the invariance in scales of input features. It learns convolutional filters on various scales of input features in multiple network branches. These features are then aggregated together and fed as an input to the hourglass network. In the work [26] proposed the using of deeply learned compositional models to characterize the complex relationships among body parts. The work [22] proposed to train hourglass networks with multi-scale supervision, the keypoint heatmaps from multiple scales are fused to determine the final pose. Instead of the accuracy improvement, the work [31] adressed the cost-effectiveness issue in order to scale the human pose estimation models to large deployments. It adopted knowledge distillation framework [21] for human pose estimation task and distilled the knowlege from the original neural network with 8-stacked hourglass modules to the neural network with 4-stacked hourglass modules with the reduced channels number.
Our work is based on the CPM approach, which is different to hourglass-based networks in prior works. As shown in [2] , this approach allows neural network inference at 15 frames per second (fps) for multi-person pose estimation, thus suitable for real-time processing.
Baseline network 3.1. Design
Our baseline network design is based on the neural network architecture form [24] and schematically illustrated in Fig. 4 . The network starts from the MobileNet [4] feature extractor, cut to conv5 5 layer, and initialized with pre-trained on ImageNet [15] weights. To maintain spatial resolution of output feature maps a dilated network strategy is applied: stride 2 is removed from the conv4 2 layer, and dilation parameter of the next convolutional layer is set to 2, so the network regresses the keypoint heatmaps at 8 times downsampled input resolution. After feature extraction, inital keypoints heatmaps are estimated, then 5 refinement stages improve the inital estimation. Each refinement stage consists of the 3 identical blocks, each of them has receptive field of convolutional layer with 7x7 kernel size, but contains less parameters. onvlolutional layer with 1x1 kernel size is added to the end of stage to obtain the heatmaps. For the details we refer to the original work.
Trainig
We use PyTorch v1.0 [5] as a deep learning framework. To train networks Adam optimizer is used with initial learning rate 4 × 10 −5 , decreased by a factor of 10 two times on loss platos. For keypoint heatmaps regression the folowing loss is used:
where N is a number of keypoint heatmaps and G n (x, y), P n (x, y) represent the ground truth and predicted n-th heatmap value at (x, y) pixel location. Such loss function is computed for each stage. To measure accuracy PCKh [1] metric is used.
Datasets
We perform all experiments on the LIP dataset [10] , which is a popular benchmark for single-person pose estmation. It consists of 50,462 images, which are split into three parts with 30,462 for training, and by 10,000 for validation and testing. Images are obtained by cropping person instances from the Microsoft COCO dataset [16] . The labels are provided for the 16 keypoint types.
To test the generalization of proposed model, we also train it on MPII dataset [1] , which is another popular benchmark for single-person pose estimation. It contains about 25,000 images with over 40,000 people. Annotation also contains 16 different keypoint types.
Augmentations
During training, the input image is scaled by the biggest side to 256 pixels and centered in 256x256 pixels image, filled with a fixed color. We perform standard augmentations for pose estimation, specifically scaling image with a factor [0.75, 1.25], rotation in [-40
• , 40
• ] for the MPII dataset), horizontal flipping and random permutation of color channels. Body masking augmentation. The LIP dataset contains a lot of persons with occluded body parts, so additional augmentation, which mimics occlusion, may provide more robust model. We propose simple body masking augmentation scheme for such case. To simulate body occlusion, the quadrangle, filled with a uniform color, is drawn at random position near the center of image. The size of quadrangle sides are also random, but not exceeds some pre-defined threshold, we use 30% of the input image size. Some results of such augmentation are shown in the Fig. 5 . We also compared proposed occlusion augmentation technique with the one from the work [22] , which advises to perform keypoint masking augmentation. Selected set of keypoints is masked with the small image patches form background. Instead of scene background we fill patches with a fixed color. Results are summarized in Table 1 
Empirical receptive field
Large receptive field is crucial for capturing relationship between pose keypoints [28] . To find the regions of input image, which contributed the most to the keypoint heatmaps, estimation of the empirical receptive field is performed for layers, which directly regress the heatmaps. Following the work [6] , we slide small window of size 11x11 pixels filled with random values over the input image. These images are fed to the neural network and heatmaps are computed. Then they subtracted from the heatmaps, computed from original image, and difference between two heatmaps means that region, masked with random values in original image, is important for heatmap computation. Such regions form the empirical receptive field. Some examples for the baseline network provided in the Fig. 7, 8 . The green rectangles correspond to empirical receptive field, the saturation is proportional the difference between heatmaps. Visualization shows, that baseline network makes decision based on local region, which does not capture the full pose, and can mislead left-side keypoints with right-side. Another factor, is that it has difficulties in deciding pose of which person should be estimated in case of multiple people inside the image, see Fig. 6 . In the next section we show, that large field of view can tackle this issues. 
Receptive field enhancement with global context modules
To make receptive field larger we propose to incorporate scene information at global scale by adding context modules into the baseline architecture. The one possible way is to add context module to the end of the feature extractor, see Fig. 4 , the left dotted rectangle. However, it was found during experiments, that context module works better if it sees refined heatmaps from previous stage, so it was added to the input of each refinement stage, see Fig. 4 , the dotted rectangle from the right. We used original ASPP module, with 1024 intermediate channels and [3, 6, 9, 12] Inspired by the succsess of U-shaped (or encoderdecoder) neural network architecture [13, 17, 25] , we propose to use this approach for estimation of global context in human pose estimation task. Specifically, the proposed module consists of multiple convolutions, which downsample input feature maps to the half of its spatial resolution. Feature maps at the lowest resolution are upsampled and concatenated with corresponding features from a higher layer, and so on, until input spatial resolution is reached, see Fig. 9 .
The results are collected in the Table 2 . It can be seen that the biggest improvement is for hips (+2.8%) keypoints. This is because hips do not have unique appearance features and require understanding of pose keypoints relationships, thus greatly benefit from capturing the full pose by the large field of view.
Some qualitative results are visualized in Fig. 7, 8 . It can be seen, that the lack of information about the whole scene, which corresponds to small receptive field, causes inaccuracies in keypoints localization and even misleading with left/right body side by the baseline. We have noticed, that network can compensate this problems if it is able to capture context for the entire limb, e.g. left arm for left elbow, or almost the full pose for right hip. Addition of the pyramid pooling or ASPP module to the baseline network improves the result and makes receptive field larger. The proposed U-shaped global context module provides more stable result.
Performance ablation study
Experiments setup
To estimate the performance/accuracy trade-off we evaluated the effect of proposed modifications on the neural network inference speed. Nvidia graphics processing unit (GPU) GTX 1080 Ti was used as test device, and experiments were performed in PyTorch v1.0 built with CUDA 10.1 and cuDNN 7.5. Batch size was set to 1 to test the real-time inference capability. Table 3 shows the complexity of the each context module. It worth nothing, that ASPP module is the heaviest one and the pyramid pooling module is extremely lightweight, yet improves the baseline network result. We've tried to make it wider to achieve better accuracy, e.g. use 128 channels number in convolutional layers instead of 32, however accuracy didn't increase. Thus the only proposed U-shaped module allows to achieve the best results. The first two methods combine predictions from multiple neural networks. The method [18] 2 is based on hourglass network and uses additional information from human parsing as a valuable cue for pose estimation. The work [3] used 4-stacked hourglass network and adversarial learning paradigm to achieve plausible human body configurations. These methods are complementary to the proposed one, and may further boost the accuracy. For hips, the hardest type of keypoints to locate, our method outperforms the hourglassbased competitors on more than 2%, thus proves the efficiency of proposed U-shaped module in capturing of full pose context.
Complexity of global context modules
Results on the LIP dataset
Inference on CPU
To further validate real-time inference capability, we test our 2-stage version on the Intel® Core TM i7-6850K CPU with Intel® OpenVINO TM Toolkit as inference framework. The network runs at 19.5 frames per second on the CPU, thus may be suitable for real-time processing even on embedded devices without a discrete GPU.
Comparison with hourglass-based networks on the MPII dataset
We have compared proposed CPM-based neural network against hourglass-based neural networks on the MPII dataset. For better results the size of heatmaps was set to 64 in our network. The results 3 are shown in the Table 5 . It can be seen, that the proposed network improved the result of original work [28] on 3%, while being ∼25% faster. Furthermore, it is faster than hourglass-based methods and has similar accuracy.
To compare the real-time inference capability of hourglass-based methods, we profiled the fastest hourglassbased network [31] and our with Nvidia profiler. The profile showed, that despite higher theoretical complexity, our network is faster. The bottleneck in hourglass-based networks is convolutional layers with kernel size 1x1, which take the most of execution time. Such multiple consecutive convolutions (which form residual block [20] repeated many times in hourglass module) just cannot effectively load GPU. However they make neural network deeper, thus forcing to do more memory-bound read/write operations, which consume the time. 
Conclusion
We have studied the receptive field of CPM-based neural network for the single-person pose estimation task. It was shown, that empirical receptive field can be enhanced with the proposed U-shaped context module, which adds the information about global scene context to the feature maps. This allowed network better differentiate between left and right types of keypoints and reduce ambiguities about which pose to estimate in case of multiple persons inside the image.
